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The University of Chicago Press, United States, 1995. Paperback. Condition: New. Univ of Chicago
PR ed.. Language: English . This book usually ship within 10-15 business days and we will endeavor
to dispatch orders quicker than this where possible. Brand New Book. An incisive examination of
the world s most respected paper, Behind the Times tells the story of changing Times ian values and
of a new era for the paper a tale of editorial struggles, star columnists and critics, institutional self-
importance, and the political and cultural favorites of the Times owners and editors. Taking the
reader inside the Times newsrooms and executive offices, Diamond offers an expert, insider s
appraisal of how the Times and its editors continue to shape coverage of major public events for
over one million readers. Diamond goes behind the scenes to recount the paper s recent and much
heralded plan to win larger audiences and hold on to its dominant position in the new media
landscape of celebrity journalism and hundred-channel television. Edwin Diamond s Behind the
Times sets the Paper of Record straight a fascinating look at the people and policies, the dissension
and debate behind the seemingly serene masthead of the New...
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Here is the greatest pdf i have got read through till now. It typically will not charge excessive. You wont really feel monotony at anytime of the time (that's
what catalogs are for concerning when you question me).
-- Eulalia Langosh-- Eulalia Langosh

This is the finest publication we have read through right up until now. Better then never, though i am quite late in start reading this one. Its been written in
an remarkably easy way in fact it is only after i finished reading through this book by which basically altered me, affect the way i think.
-- Dr. Gabriella Hayes-- Dr. Gabriella Hayes
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